STANDING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
BEFORE THE EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE

39th meeting
Munich, 5 - 6 June 2007
(Room 128, commencing at 9.30h)

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening and Adoption of the Agenda
   SACEPO 1/07

2. President’s Report on the development of the European patent system
   Info 1

3. Reports on actions resulting from earlier meetings
   Info 2

4. Quality issues
   Oral Report

5. Future fee policy
   SACEPO 2/07

6. UPP - Status report
   SACEPO 3/07

7. Enhancing the patent system in Europe
   SACEPO 4/07
   - EPLA
   - London Agreement

8. Trilateral matters
   SACEPO 5/07
   - Enhanced work-sharing including the USPTO proposal on prioritisation of first flings
   - PPH - Status report
   - USPTO Triway proposal
   - Common patent application format - Status report

SACEPO 1/07
   - EPO/USPTO and EPO/KIPO
   - WIPO Digital library project

10. PCT matters
    - Follow-up PCT Reform WG (April 2007)

11. International harmonisation of substantive patent law - Status report

12. International Co-operation

13. Any other business